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this is the second edition of the widely acclaimed and successful
casebook on contract in the ius commune series developed to be used
throughout europe and aimed at those who teach learn or practise law with
a comparative or european perspective the book contains leading cases
legislation and other materials from the legal traditions within europe
with a focus on english french and german law as the main representatives
of those traditions the book contains the basic texts and contrasting
cases as well as extracts from the various international restatements the
vienna sales convention the unidroit principles of international
commercial contracts the principles of european contract law the draft
common frame of reference and so on materials are chosen and ordered so
as to foster comparative study and complemented with annotations and
comparative overviews prepared by a multinational team the whole casebook
is in english the principal subjects covered in this book include general
including the distinctions between contract and property tort and
restitution formation validity interpretation and contents remedies
supervening events and third parties please click on the link below to
visit the series website casebooks eu contractlaw in theologians and
contract law wim decock offers an account of the moral roots of modern
contract law he explains why theologians in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries built a systematic contract law around the principles of
freedom and fairness this is the second book in the casebooks for the
common law of europe series developed for use throughout europe and aimed
at those who teach learn or practice law with a comparative or european
perspective the book contains leading cases legislation and other
materials from the legal traditions within europe with a focus on english
french and german law as the main representatives of those traditions
contract law contains the basic texts and contrasting cases as well as
extracts from the various international restatements vienna sales
convention unidroit principles of european contract law and so on
materials are chosen and ordered so as to foster comparative study and
complemented with annotations and comparative overviews prepared by a
multinational team the whole casebook is in english the principal
subjects covered in this book include general formation validity
interpretation and contents supervening events remedies third parties the
tort contract divide causation remedies fault and unlawfulness liability
for others liability not based on fault as well as defences this is the
third edition of the widely acclaimed and successful casebook on contract
in the ius commune series developed to be used throughout europe and
beyond by anyone who teaches learns or practises law with a comparative
or european perspective the book contains leading cases legislation and
other materials from english french and german law as the main
representatives of the legal traditions within europe as well as eu
legislation and case law and extracts from the principles of european
contract law comparisons are also made to other international
restatements such as the vienna sales convention the unidroit principles
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of international commercial contracts the draft common frame of reference
and so on materials are chosen and ordered so as to foster comparative
study complemented with annotations and comparative overviews prepared by
a multinational team the third edition includes many new developments at
the eu level including the ill fated proposal for a common european sales
law and further developments linked to the digital single market and in
national laws in particular the major reform of the french code civil in
2016 and 2018 the uk s consumer rights act 2015 and new cases the
principal subjects covered in this book include an overview of eu
legislation and of soft law principles and their interrelation with
national law the distinctions between contract and property tort and
restitution formation and pre contractual liability validity including
duties of disclosure interpretation and contents performance and non
performance remedies supervening events third parties this book revolves
around major legal developments in the fields of european contract law
and tort law from 1981 to today it examines whether similarities or
divergences can be observed and how opposing concepts such as weaker
party protection consumers as well as sme and freedom of contract and
fault principle are balanced it also focuses on europeanisation and
constitutionalisation of both contract and tort law and the need to
adjust the law in response to digitalisation and new technological
environmental or financial risks furthermore the law of obligations
nowadays emerges from very different sources and directions top down
bottom up but also crossing over and diagonal norms of the law of
obligations are not only being made by national legislators and courts
but also by european institutionalised lawmakers and increasingly
important by private actors organisations and networks this book
illustrates that the law of obligations evolves in a continuing process
of waves contradictory tendencies in contract law alternate in focuses on
the demands of the free market and the core value of party autonomy on
the one hand and on the concept of fairness and weaker party protection
on the other hand series ius commune europaeum vol 158 subject contract
law european law tort law in 2011 two major instruments of european
contract law were published the 2011 consumer rights directive crd was
enacted and the proposal for a common european sales law cesl was
launched both instruments aim at improving the internal market whereas
the crd aims at b2c contracts the cesl may be applied as an optional
instrument both to b2c and b2b contracts in this book both instruments
are discussed the book represents the most important developments in this
area of european private law contents include approaching the crd from an
historical and a competition law perspective an argument that the way the
cesl is drafted endangers its chances of being applied in practice
matters regarding the remedies for non conformity under the cesl the
development of european private law from the 1975 consumer policy program
to the crd and the cesl the relationship between private law global
governance and the european union the harmonization of european
matrimonial property law series ius commune europaeum vol 105 modern
society is full of linked contracts a plurality of separately concluded
contracts that are somehow interrelated however contract law is still
primarily centred on traditional contractual relations between just two
parties this book therefore explores the legal consequences of the
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existence of linked contracts it thereby provides insights for practice
and academia in this new phenomenon technological and economical
developments require contracting parties to be informed and advised this
book analyses several aspects of these information and notification
duties the private law of the member states of the european union has
become more and more european the fact that the european union is making
ever more use of directives as an instrument to achieve private law goals
is in this context not the most important development of much more
substance is the fact that one increasingly realises that a uniform
european private law has to be created in one way or another in the near
future if a truly common european market is to function at all over the
last decade europe has witnessed the emergence of a vigorous debate about
the need for and the feasibility of a future european ius commune in the
field of private law this book critically discusses this debate and
provides a systematic overview of the various initiatives taken and
describes the fragmentary european private law that already exists by way
of european directives international conventions etc in addition the
author aims at making a contribution to the debate by suggesting that the
experience good or bad of the so called mixed legal systems is of great
importance to the european private law venture and to the development of
a uniform private law for europe this idea is supported by insights from
law economics and illustrated by south african law in particular this
idea of european private law as a mixed legal system is then applied to
the law of contracts torts and property this book takes up the challenge
to give a critical examination on the various methods of creating this
ius commune a detailed table of contents list of abbreviations
bibliography table of cases and index complete the book and make it a
valuable study for everyone interested in european private law this book
discusses in detail how medieval scholars reacted to the casuistic
discussions in the inherited roman texts particularly the digest of
justinian it shows how they developed medieval roman law into a system of
rules that formed a universal common law for western europe because there
has been little research published in english beyond grand narratives on
the history of law in europe this book fills an important gap in the
literature with a focus on how the medieval roman lawyers systematised
the roman sources through detailed discussions of specific areas of law
letter of intent in international contracting provides readers with a
unique point of reference on the legal effects of a letter of intent the
document frequently used in international transactions firstly the book
takes a fresh look at trade usages in negotiations of international
contracts it integrates the view of negotiations as strategies and
tactics well known in business but largely disregarded by the law with
the legal analysis secondly it discusses in turn those provisions
frequently used in a letter of intent and comments on them based on
thorough comparative research of four jurisdictions the netherlands
france england and wales and the united states the discussion of french
law is based on the recent reform of the french law of obligations which
significantly modified the french civil code in 2016 at the international
level the study addresses the 1980 vienna convention on the international
sale of goods and international soft law unidroit principles of
international commercial contracts 2010 principles of european contract
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law and the draft common frame of reference this book is a result of
doctoral research conducted at the erasmus university rotterdam it will
be relevant to legal practitioners working in the field of international
contracts as well as to scholars and policy makers concerned with
harmonization of law based on non binding principles and business
practices dissertation series ius commune europaeum vol 156 subject
international law contract law this book results from the contract law
workshop of the 20th ius commune conference held 26 27 november 2015 the
theme of this workshop was the french contract law reform a source of
inspiration since the conference in november 2015 all authors have
incorporated comments on the final version of the ordonnance the position
of small and medium sized enterprises in european contract law an
introduction marco b m loos and ilse samoy smes in the common european
sales law fernando dias simões can the common european sales law do
without the definition of an sme sonja kruisinga a consumer law for
professionals radical innovation or consolidation of national practices
pieter brulez the cesl and its unfair terms protection for smes josse
klijnsma unfair terms in contracts between businesses a comparative
overview in light of the common european sales law sander van loock
harmonisation of rules on business to business marketing practices a
critical analysis of the mcad report bert kiersbilck the draft common
frame of reference dcfr is the result of more than 25 years of academic
research on european private law the final academic version of the dcfr
was published in october 2009 and currently the european commission is
undertaking a selection process in order to determine which parts of the
dcfr will be included in a political cfr against this background this
book presents and critically analyzes the dcfr and situates it in
relation to current belgian law series ius commune europaeum vol 99
Работа представляет собой первое в отечественной науке историко правовое
исследование договорной теории средневекового общеевропейского права
каким оно отражено в доктринах Орлеанской Болонской и Саламанкской школ
xiii xvi вв Для специалистов this book studies the situation where
unexpected circumstances render the performance of a contract much more
difficult or onerous and those which frustrate the purpose of the
transaction it includes a comparative analysis of european and latin
american jurisdictions as well as american contract law in this book hugh
beale examines the case for reforming the law on mistake and non
disclosure of fact to bring english law closer to the law in much of
continental europe there and in common law countries like the us a party
may avoid a contract for mistake of fact on a more liberal basis and a
party who deliberately keeps silent knowing that the other party is
making a mistake may be guilty of fraud this is not necessarily the case
in england and wales developing a proposal for law reform the author
concedes that the english courts require a law that puts great emphasis
on certainty and expects parties to look out for their own interests but
posits that this individualistic approach is not suitable for smaller
businesses which are less sophisticated and which are likely to be making
low value contracts so that relative cost of taking advice will be high
he argues that the solution may not be to reform english contract law
generally but to support the development of an optional instrument on
contract law along the lines of the common european sales law recently
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proposed by the european commission this measure is aimed specifically at
the needs of small and medium enterprises and contains the protective
rules found in the other jurisdictions it is aimed primarily at cross
border sales but member states would be given the option of adopting it
for domestic transactions too this would give small businesses the choice
of using the current hard nosed law or adopting the more protective
optional instrument recognizing that different parties require different
things from the law governing their contract english law unlike in europe
and in the us seldom gives relief when a party to a contract finds that
she has entered the contract under a serious mistake about the subject
matter or the facts this book argues that small businesses suffer as a
result and proposes possible solutions including adopting the proposed
common european sales law the emergence of european contract law as a
field of enquiry has been matched by a burgeoning literature this
includes textbooks casebooks monographs and commentaries as well as at
least one journal and huge number of journal articles as the field has
matured so has its elaboration and analysis by scholars though it remains
a field replete with contested viewpoints and many controversies this new
work by one of germany s most well known and respected private law
scholars seeks to present a complete and coherent view of the subject
from the perspective of the jurisdiction which has arguably had more
responsibility than any other for influencing the shape and content of
european contract law this book is devoted to the growing
internationalisation of the legal disciplines from both a scholarly and
an educational perspective its contributions were presented at a
conference to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the maastricht faculty of
law there not only the state of the main legal disciplines from the
perspective of the emerging common law of europe was discussed but also a
debate was held about the way to teach the law to future generations of
students this book contains contributions of daan asser katharina boele
woelki sabine gle2 stefan grundmann ton hartlief aalt willem heringa
ewoud hondius andré klip kalle määttä hector l mcqueen ulrich magnus
dieter martiny peter christian müller graff knut wolfgang nörr remco van
rhee michael rodi jan smits stefan ubachs luc verhey ellen vos pierre
widmer and alain wijffels this book analyses the theory of efficient
breach in english sales law european union contract law and chinese
contract law it analyses the framework of the efficient breach theory and
reconsiders the implications of this theory according to the traditional
efficient breach theory the remedy of expectation damages is able to
motivate efficient breach which brings the breaching party economic
surplus without making the non breaching party worse off the essential
problems are how to motivate contract parties to make rational decisions
and how to solve cases where performance of a contract turns out to be
less efficient after its conclusion the second part of the book further
extends the efficient breach theory to the study of contract law systems
by analysing how exactly those laws react to breach and what solutions
are adopted by them the comparison of these three systems is more than a
mere description of the differences and similarities in the content more
importantly this comparative research also analyses whether or not the
differences between these systems will influence the level of efficiency
produced by each legal system by taking account of the different
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traditions and the concepts of contracts involved in each legal system
researchers in contract law will also be interested in this approach
particularly for re thinking the question of whether one legal system is
definitely better or worse than the other two series ius commune
europaeum vol 142 subject contract law sales law european law chinese law
international law over the last 30 years the evolution of acquis
communautaire in consumer law and harmonising soft law proposals have
utterly transformed the landscape of european contract law the initial
enthusiasm and approval for the eu programme has waned and post brexit it
currently faces increasing criticism over its effectiveness in this
collection leading academics assess the project and ask if such
judgements are fair and suggest how harmonisation in the field might be
better achieved this book looks at the uniform rules in the context of
the internal market national legislators and courts bridging the gap
between common and civil law and finally their influence on non member
states critical and rigorous it provides a timely and unflinching
critique of one of the most important fields of harmonisation in the
european union this volume tests the claim that as combinations of civil
and common law influences the mixed systems of contract law in scotland
and south africa have anticipated the content of the principles of
european contract law pecl concluded and published in 2003 by the
unofficial commission on european contract law going further it
rigorously explores what the implications of a europe wide contract law
would be the current official moves towards a european contract law
within the european union make the critiques of pecl in this volume
especially urgent and significant with a european contract law nearer to
reality than ever before mere policy critiques are no longer enough this
book provides the essential technical and substantive assessments of pecl
from the perspective of scots and south african contract lawyers and is
offered to the european debate without prejudice as to the deeper policy
questions at the same time this volume will inform scots and south
african lawyers about the substance of international developments in the
field and suggest ways to develop their still vigorous and vital national
laws to remain in step with the needs of the present day contract before
the enlightenment represents a fresh investigation of what was then a
ground breaking approach to the law of contract written by james
dalrymple viscount stair 1619 1695 lauded by some as the founding father
of scots law as a judge and public figure stair was at the forefront of
both political and legal developments in scotland from the 1640s until he
died in 1695 this study explores the development and reception of his
ideas relating to the law of contract on the eve of the scottish
enlightenment it is here that stair s legal legacy is most evident and
where the imprint of calvinism aristotelianism and protestant natural law
can be found within scottish legal thought in his legal treatise the
institutions of law of scotland you find a sophisticated innovative and
novel synthesis of roman law with stair s own calvinist variant of a
protestant natural law theory yet it is also possible to find once the
theistic premises of stair s natural law theory are dropped the
beginnings of a form of scottish moral philosophy that rose to prominence
in the eighteenth century undoubtedly stair is not only a key figure
within scottish legal history but also significant to how we understand
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the transition of scottish intellectual life from the execution of
charles i to the emergence of the scottish enlightenment the book
provides rule by rule commentaries on european contract law general
contract law consumer contract law the law of sale and related services
dealing with its modern manifestations as well as its historical and
comparative foundations after the collapse of the european commission s
plans to codify european contract law it is timely to reflect on what has
been achieved over the past three to four decades and for an assessment
of the current situation in particular the production of a bewildering
number of reference texts has contributed to a complex picture of
european contract laws rather than a european contract law the present
book adopts a broad perspective and an integrative approach all relevant
reference texts from the cisg to the draft common european sales law are
critically examined and compared with each other as far as the acquis
commun ie the traditional private law as laid down in the national
codifications is concerned the principles of european contract law have
been chosen as a point of departure the rules contained in that document
have however been complemented with some chapters sections and individual
provisions drawn from other sources primarily in order to account for the
quickly growing acquis communautaire in the field of consumer contract
law in addition the book ties the discussion concerning the reference
texts back to the pertinent historical and comparative background and it
thus investigates whether and to what extent these texts can be taken to
be genuinely european in nature ie to constitute a manifestation of a
common core of european contract law where this is not the case the
question is asked whether and for what reasons they should be seen as
points of departure for the further development of european contract law
volume ii special workshops initia via editora this book is widely
regarded as one of the most remarkable achievements in roman law and
comparative law scholarship this century a fact attested to by the
universal acclaim with which it has been received throughout europe
america and beyond as a work of roman law scholarship it fusesthe vast
volume of 20th century scholarship on the roman law of obligations into a
clear and very readable and in many ways original account of the law as a
work of comparative law it traces the transformation of the roman law of
obligations over the centuries into what is now modern german english and
south african law presenting the reader with a contrast between these
legal systems which is unique both in its scope and its depth as a whole
the book is written with a deep understanding of human nature and of many
social economic and other forces that determine the face of thelaw
reflecting the most recent changes in the law the third edition of this
popular textbook provides a fully updated comparative introduction to the
law of contract accessible and clear it is perfectly pitched for
international students and courses with a global outlook jan smits unique
approach treats contract law as a discipline that can be studied on the
basis of common principles and methods without being tied to a particular
jurisdiction or legal culture notable updates include the consequences of
brexit the implementation of new european directives 1999 770 and 2019
771 as well as coverage of the effect of covid 19 on contracts research
handbook on eu consumer and contract law takes stock of the evolution of
this fascinating area of private law to date and identifies key themes
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for the future development of the law and research agendas the handbook
is divided into three parts this is the third edition of the widely
acclaimed and successful casebook on contract in the ius commune series
developed to be used throughout europe and beyond by anyone who teaches
learns or practises law with a comparative or european perspective the
book contains leading cases legislation and other materials from english
french and german law as the main representatives of the legal traditions
within europe as well as eu legislation and case law and extracts from
the principles of european contract law comparisons are also made to
other international restatements such as the vienna sales convention the
unidroit principles of international commercial contracts the draft
common frame of reference and so on materials are chosen and ordered so
as to foster comparative study complemented with annotations and
comparative overviews prepared by a multinational team the third edition
includes many new developments at the eu level including the ill fated
proposal for a common european sales law and further developments linked
to the digital single market and in national laws in particular the major
reform of the french code civil in 2016 and 2018 the uk s consumer rights
act 2015 and new cases the principal subjects covered in this book
include an overview of eu legislation and of soft law principles and
their interrelation with national law the distinctions between contract
and property tort and restitution formation and pre contractual liability
validity including duties of disclosure interpretation and contents
performance and non performance remedies supervening events third parties
critical yet accessible this book provides an overview of the current
debates about the europeanization of contract law charting the extent to
which english contract law has been subject to this activity it is the
ideal volume for readers unfamiliar with the subject who wish to
understand the main issues quickly it examines a range of key
developments including a string of directives adopted by the european
union that touch on various aspects of consumer law recent plans for a
european common frame of reference on european contract law bringing
together advanced legal scholarship critically examining key developments
in the field and considering the arguments for and against greater
convergence in the area of contract law this is an excellent read for
postgraduate students studying contract and or european law a much needed
survey of the entire field of early modern spanish scholastic thought
each chapter is grounded in primary sources and the relevant
historiography includes a useful bibliography and serves as a point of
departure for future research this comparative study of european and
chinese contract law opens a clear and practical way to identify and
understand the differences between the two legal regimes the author
offers a detailed doctrinal comparison of the two systems of contract
focusing on the following fundamental elements the importance of socio
economic valuation in chinese contract law the role of judicial
interpretation pre contractual liability penalties for bad faith
disclosure versus concealment validity mistake fraud threats unfair
bargaining power adaptation and termination effect of registration and
approval rules mandatory rules good faith and fair dealing the public
interest and direct application of constitutional law to contracts the
book s special power lies in its extraordinarily thorough comparison of
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doctrines underlying specific provisions of such instruments as the
contract law of the people s republic of china clc the general principles
of the civil law of the people s republic of china gpcl the principles of
european contract law pecl and the draft common frame of reference dcfr
as well as analysis of judicial cases the emergence of an eu contract law
is one of the most significant legal developments in europe today
exploring the origins and evolution of the discipline from the sales
directive to the common frame of reference the book advances a framework
for the further harmonization of contract law that embraces diversity and
pluralism for some western european legal systems the principle of good
faith has proved central to the development of their law of contracts
while in others it has been marginalized or even rejected this book
starts by surveying the use or neglect of good faith in these legal
systems and explaining its historical origins the central part of the
book takes thirty situations which would in some legal systems attract
the application of good faith analyses them according to fifteen national
legal systems and assesses the practical significance of both the
principle of good faith and its relationship to other contractual and non
contractual doctrines and forms of regulation in each situation the book
concludes by explaining how european lawyers whether from a civil or
common law background may need to come to terms with the principle of
good faith this was the first completed project of the common core of
european private law launched at the university of trento this book
traces the evolution of transnational legal authority in the course of
globalization representative case studies buttress its conclusion that
today transnational authority is multifaceted a phenomenon that renders
unreliable the concepts of territoriality extraterritoriality as global
governance markers this study deals with the concept of contracts for a
third party beneficiary which is nowadays generally accepted in western
european jurisdictions the subject is discussed in its development
through the ages as well as from the perspective of present day
comparative law this ambitious book examines the historical theoretical
and axiological foundations of european legal culture and explores their
practical impacts on current european law and legal ways of thinking in
europe including considerations about the history of law as well
contemporary legal issues the book consists of seven chapters authored by
scholars from across the globe from italy to taiwan this volume shows
that it is possible to speak of one european legal culture in terms of
various countries common legal origins roman law greek philosophy and
medieval jurisprudence as the ius commune while also discussing distinct
national legal cultures and traditions in europe however to understand
the present day law and legal profession it is necessary to go back to
the values theories and thinkers which were influential in the progress
of european law from ancient times to the 19th century the book not only
presents the theoretical and historical issues of european legal culture
but also acquaints the audience with the true axiological foundations of
our contemporary legal institutions and the methods of legal thinking in
europe it is clear that many of our current legal concepts and
institutions come from theorists such as aristotle ulpian aquinas hobbes
and savigny the book will be of particular interest to scholars and
students of legal history jurisprudence and european law especially in
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the context of the origins of european legal culture moreover it will
also appeal to all lawyers working in both the common law and the civil
law traditions wishing to gain a greater understanding of european legal
heritage
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Contract Law 2010-11-09

this is the second edition of the widely acclaimed and successful
casebook on contract in the ius commune series developed to be used
throughout europe and aimed at those who teach learn or practise law with
a comparative or european perspective the book contains leading cases
legislation and other materials from the legal traditions within europe
with a focus on english french and german law as the main representatives
of those traditions the book contains the basic texts and contrasting
cases as well as extracts from the various international restatements the
vienna sales convention the unidroit principles of international
commercial contracts the principles of european contract law the draft
common frame of reference and so on materials are chosen and ordered so
as to foster comparative study and complemented with annotations and
comparative overviews prepared by a multinational team the whole casebook
is in english the principal subjects covered in this book include general
including the distinctions between contract and property tort and
restitution formation validity interpretation and contents remedies
supervening events and third parties please click on the link below to
visit the series website casebooks eu contractlaw

Theologians and Contract Law 2013

in theologians and contract law wim decock offers an account of the moral
roots of modern contract law he explains why theologians in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries built a systematic contract law around the
principles of freedom and fairness

Contract Law 2002

this is the second book in the casebooks for the common law of europe
series developed for use throughout europe and aimed at those who teach
learn or practice law with a comparative or european perspective the book
contains leading cases legislation and other materials from the legal
traditions within europe with a focus on english french and german law as
the main representatives of those traditions contract law contains the
basic texts and contrasting cases as well as extracts from the various
international restatements vienna sales convention unidroit principles of
european contract law and so on materials are chosen and ordered so as to
foster comparative study and complemented with annotations and
comparative overviews prepared by a multinational team the whole casebook
is in english the principal subjects covered in this book include general
formation validity interpretation and contents supervening events
remedies third parties the tort contract divide causation remedies fault
and unlawfulness liability for others liability not based on fault as
well as defences
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Cases, Materials and Text on Contract Law
2019-02-21

this is the third edition of the widely acclaimed and successful casebook
on contract in the ius commune series developed to be used throughout
europe and beyond by anyone who teaches learns or practises law with a
comparative or european perspective the book contains leading cases
legislation and other materials from english french and german law as the
main representatives of the legal traditions within europe as well as eu
legislation and case law and extracts from the principles of european
contract law comparisons are also made to other international
restatements such as the vienna sales convention the unidroit principles
of international commercial contracts the draft common frame of reference
and so on materials are chosen and ordered so as to foster comparative
study complemented with annotations and comparative overviews prepared by
a multinational team the third edition includes many new developments at
the eu level including the ill fated proposal for a common european sales
law and further developments linked to the digital single market and in
national laws in particular the major reform of the french code civil in
2016 and 2018 the uk s consumer rights act 2015 and new cases the
principal subjects covered in this book include an overview of eu
legislation and of soft law principles and their interrelation with
national law the distinctions between contract and property tort and
restitution formation and pre contractual liability validity including
duties of disclosure interpretation and contents performance and non
performance remedies supervening events third parties

Waves in Contract and Liability Law in Three
Decades of Ius Commune 2017

this book revolves around major legal developments in the fields of
european contract law and tort law from 1981 to today it examines whether
similarities or divergences can be observed and how opposing concepts
such as weaker party protection consumers as well as sme and freedom of
contract and fault principle are balanced it also focuses on
europeanisation and constitutionalisation of both contract and tort law
and the need to adjust the law in response to digitalisation and new
technological environmental or financial risks furthermore the law of
obligations nowadays emerges from very different sources and directions
top down bottom up but also crossing over and diagonal norms of the law
of obligations are not only being made by national legislators and courts
but also by european institutionalised lawmakers and increasingly
important by private actors organisations and networks this book
illustrates that the law of obligations evolves in a continuing process
of waves contradictory tendencies in contract law alternate in focuses on
the demands of the free market and the core value of party autonomy on
the one hand and on the concept of fairness and weaker party protection
on the other hand series ius commune europaeum vol 158 subject contract
law european law tort law
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Alternative Ways to Ius Commune 2012

in 2011 two major instruments of european contract law were published the
2011 consumer rights directive crd was enacted and the proposal for a
common european sales law cesl was launched both instruments aim at
improving the internal market whereas the crd aims at b2c contracts the
cesl may be applied as an optional instrument both to b2c and b2b
contracts in this book both instruments are discussed the book represents
the most important developments in this area of european private law
contents include approaching the crd from an historical and a competition
law perspective an argument that the way the cesl is drafted endangers
its chances of being applied in practice matters regarding the remedies
for non conformity under the cesl the development of european private law
from the 1975 consumer policy program to the crd and the cesl the
relationship between private law global governance and the european union
the harmonization of european matrimonial property law series ius commune
europaeum vol 105

Theologians and Contract Law 2011

modern society is full of linked contracts a plurality of separately
concluded contracts that are somehow interrelated however contract law is
still primarily centred on traditional contractual relations between just
two parties this book therefore explores the legal consequences of the
existence of linked contracts it thereby provides insights for practice
and academia in this new phenomenon

Linked Contracts 2012

technological and economical developments require contracting parties to
be informed and advised this book analyses several aspects of these
information and notification duties

Information and Notification Duties 2015

the private law of the member states of the european union has become
more and more european the fact that the european union is making ever
more use of directives as an instrument to achieve private law goals is
in this context not the most important development of much more substance
is the fact that one increasingly realises that a uniform european
private law has to be created in one way or another in the near future if
a truly common european market is to function at all over the last decade
europe has witnessed the emergence of a vigorous debate about the need
for and the feasibility of a future european ius commune in the field of
private law this book critically discusses this debate and provides a
systematic overview of the various initiatives taken and describes the
fragmentary european private law that already exists by way of european
directives international conventions etc in addition the author aims at
making a contribution to the debate by suggesting that the experience
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good or bad of the so called mixed legal systems is of great importance
to the european private law venture and to the development of a uniform
private law for europe this idea is supported by insights from law
economics and illustrated by south african law in particular this idea of
european private law as a mixed legal system is then applied to the law
of contracts torts and property this book takes up the challenge to give
a critical examination on the various methods of creating this ius
commune a detailed table of contents list of abbreviations bibliography
table of cases and index complete the book and make it a valuable study
for everyone interested in european private law

The Making of European Private Law 2002

this book discusses in detail how medieval scholars reacted to the
casuistic discussions in the inherited roman texts particularly the
digest of justinian it shows how they developed medieval roman law into a
system of rules that formed a universal common law for western europe
because there has been little research published in english beyond grand
narratives on the history of law in europe this book fills an important
gap in the literature with a focus on how the medieval roman lawyers
systematised the roman sources through detailed discussions of specific
areas of law

Creation of the Ius Commune 2010-07-30

letter of intent in international contracting provides readers with a
unique point of reference on the legal effects of a letter of intent the
document frequently used in international transactions firstly the book
takes a fresh look at trade usages in negotiations of international
contracts it integrates the view of negotiations as strategies and
tactics well known in business but largely disregarded by the law with
the legal analysis secondly it discusses in turn those provisions
frequently used in a letter of intent and comments on them based on
thorough comparative research of four jurisdictions the netherlands
france england and wales and the united states the discussion of french
law is based on the recent reform of the french law of obligations which
significantly modified the french civil code in 2016 at the international
level the study addresses the 1980 vienna convention on the international
sale of goods and international soft law unidroit principles of
international commercial contracts 2010 principles of european contract
law and the draft common frame of reference this book is a result of
doctoral research conducted at the erasmus university rotterdam it will
be relevant to legal practitioners working in the field of international
contracts as well as to scholars and policy makers concerned with
harmonization of law based on non binding principles and business
practices dissertation series ius commune europaeum vol 156 subject
international law contract law
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Letter of Intent in International Contracting
2016

this book results from the contract law workshop of the 20th ius commune
conference held 26 27 november 2015 the theme of this workshop was the
french contract law reform a source of inspiration since the conference
in november 2015 all authors have incorporated comments on the final
version of the ordonnance

The French Contract Law Reform 2016

the position of small and medium sized enterprises in european contract
law an introduction marco b m loos and ilse samoy smes in the common
european sales law fernando dias simões can the common european sales law
do without the definition of an sme sonja kruisinga a consumer law for
professionals radical innovation or consolidation of national practices
pieter brulez the cesl and its unfair terms protection for smes josse
klijnsma unfair terms in contracts between businesses a comparative
overview in light of the common european sales law sander van loock
harmonisation of rules on business to business marketing practices a
critical analysis of the mcad report bert kiersbilck

The Position of Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises in European Contract Law 2014

the draft common frame of reference dcfr is the result of more than 25
years of academic research on european private law the final academic
version of the dcfr was published in october 2009 and currently the
european commission is undertaking a selection process in order to
determine which parts of the dcfr will be included in a political cfr
against this background this book presents and critically analyzes the
dcfr and situates it in relation to current belgian law series ius
commune europaeum vol 99

The Draft Common Frame of Reference 2012

Работа представляет собой первое в отечественной науке историко правовое
исследование договорной теории средневекового общеевропейского права
каким оно отражено в доктринах Орлеанской Болонской и Саламанкской школ
xiii xvi вв Для специалистов

Договорные теории классического ius commune 2011

this book studies the situation where unexpected circumstances render the
performance of a contract much more difficult or onerous and those which
frustrate the purpose of the transaction it includes a comparative
analysis of european and latin american jurisdictions as well as american
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contract law

The Effect of a Change of Circumstances on the
Binding Force of Contracts 2011

in this book hugh beale examines the case for reforming the law on
mistake and non disclosure of fact to bring english law closer to the law
in much of continental europe there and in common law countries like the
us a party may avoid a contract for mistake of fact on a more liberal
basis and a party who deliberately keeps silent knowing that the other
party is making a mistake may be guilty of fraud this is not necessarily
the case in england and wales developing a proposal for law reform the
author concedes that the english courts require a law that puts great
emphasis on certainty and expects parties to look out for their own
interests but posits that this individualistic approach is not suitable
for smaller businesses which are less sophisticated and which are likely
to be making low value contracts so that relative cost of taking advice
will be high he argues that the solution may not be to reform english
contract law generally but to support the development of an optional
instrument on contract law along the lines of the common european sales
law recently proposed by the european commission this measure is aimed
specifically at the needs of small and medium enterprises and contains
the protective rules found in the other jurisdictions it is aimed
primarily at cross border sales but member states would be given the
option of adopting it for domestic transactions too this would give small
businesses the choice of using the current hard nosed law or adopting the
more protective optional instrument recognizing that different parties
require different things from the law governing their contract

Mistake and Non-Disclosure of Fact: Models for
English Contract Law 2012-08-23

english law unlike in europe and in the us seldom gives relief when a
party to a contract finds that she has entered the contract under a
serious mistake about the subject matter or the facts this book argues
that small businesses suffer as a result and proposes possible solutions
including adopting the proposed common european sales law

Mistake and Non-Disclosure of Fact 2012-08-23

the emergence of european contract law as a field of enquiry has been
matched by a burgeoning literature this includes textbooks casebooks
monographs and commentaries as well as at least one journal and huge
number of journal articles as the field has matured so has its
elaboration and analysis by scholars though it remains a field replete
with contested viewpoints and many controversies this new work by one of
germany s most well known and respected private law scholars seeks to
present a complete and coherent view of the subject from the perspective
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of the jurisdiction which has arguably had more responsibility than any
other for influencing the shape and content of european contract law

Common European Sales Law (CESL) 2012

this book is devoted to the growing internationalisation of the legal
disciplines from both a scholarly and an educational perspective its
contributions were presented at a conference to celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the maastricht faculty of law there not only the state of
the main legal disciplines from the perspective of the emerging common
law of europe was discussed but also a debate was held about the way to
teach the law to future generations of students this book contains
contributions of daan asser katharina boele woelki sabine gle2 stefan
grundmann ton hartlief aalt willem heringa ewoud hondius andré klip kalle
määttä hector l mcqueen ulrich magnus dieter martiny peter christian
müller graff knut wolfgang nörr remco van rhee michael rodi jan smits
stefan ubachs luc verhey ellen vos pierre widmer and alain wijffels

Towards a European Ius Commune in Legal
Education and Research 2002

this book analyses the theory of efficient breach in english sales law
european union contract law and chinese contract law it analyses the
framework of the efficient breach theory and reconsiders the implications
of this theory according to the traditional efficient breach theory the
remedy of expectation damages is able to motivate efficient breach which
brings the breaching party economic surplus without making the non
breaching party worse off the essential problems are how to motivate
contract parties to make rational decisions and how to solve cases where
performance of a contract turns out to be less efficient after its
conclusion the second part of the book further extends the efficient
breach theory to the study of contract law systems by analysing how
exactly those laws react to breach and what solutions are adopted by them
the comparison of these three systems is more than a mere description of
the differences and similarities in the content more importantly this
comparative research also analyses whether or not the differences between
these systems will influence the level of efficiency produced by each
legal system by taking account of the different traditions and the
concepts of contracts involved in each legal system researchers in
contract law will also be interested in this approach particularly for re
thinking the question of whether one legal system is definitely better or
worse than the other two series ius commune europaeum vol 142 subject
contract law sales law european law chinese law international law

The Application of the Theory of Efficient
Breach in Contract Law 2015

over the last 30 years the evolution of acquis communautaire in consumer
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law and harmonising soft law proposals have utterly transformed the
landscape of european contract law the initial enthusiasm and approval
for the eu programme has waned and post brexit it currently faces
increasing criticism over its effectiveness in this collection leading
academics assess the project and ask if such judgements are fair and
suggest how harmonisation in the field might be better achieved this book
looks at the uniform rules in the context of the internal market national
legislators and courts bridging the gap between common and civil law and
finally their influence on non member states critical and rigorous it
provides a timely and unflinching critique of one of the most important
fields of harmonisation in the european union

Uniform Rules for European Contract Law?
2018-06-28

this volume tests the claim that as combinations of civil and common law
influences the mixed systems of contract law in scotland and south africa
have anticipated the content of the principles of european contract law
pecl concluded and published in 2003 by the unofficial commission on
european contract law going further it rigorously explores what the
implications of a europe wide contract law would be the current official
moves towards a european contract law within the european union make the
critiques of pecl in this volume especially urgent and significant with a
european contract law nearer to reality than ever before mere policy
critiques are no longer enough this book provides the essential technical
and substantive assessments of pecl from the perspective of scots and
south african contract lawyers and is offered to the european debate
without prejudice as to the deeper policy questions at the same time this
volume will inform scots and south african lawyers about the substance of
international developments in the field and suggest ways to develop their
still vigorous and vital national laws to remain in step with the needs
of the present day

European Contract Law 2019-08-05

contract before the enlightenment represents a fresh investigation of
what was then a ground breaking approach to the law of contract written
by james dalrymple viscount stair 1619 1695 lauded by some as the
founding father of scots law as a judge and public figure stair was at
the forefront of both political and legal developments in scotland from
the 1640s until he died in 1695 this study explores the development and
reception of his ideas relating to the law of contract on the eve of the
scottish enlightenment it is here that stair s legal legacy is most
evident and where the imprint of calvinism aristotelianism and protestant
natural law can be found within scottish legal thought in his legal
treatise the institutions of law of scotland you find a sophisticated
innovative and novel synthesis of roman law with stair s own calvinist
variant of a protestant natural law theory yet it is also possible to
find once the theistic premises of stair s natural law theory are dropped
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the beginnings of a form of scottish moral philosophy that rose to
prominence in the eighteenth century undoubtedly stair is not only a key
figure within scottish legal history but also significant to how we
understand the transition of scottish intellectual life from the
execution of charles i to the emergence of the scottish enlightenment

Contract Before the Enlightenment 2023-03-08

the book provides rule by rule commentaries on european contract law
general contract law consumer contract law the law of sale and related
services dealing with its modern manifestations as well as its historical
and comparative foundations after the collapse of the european commission
s plans to codify european contract law it is timely to reflect on what
has been achieved over the past three to four decades and for an
assessment of the current situation in particular the production of a
bewildering number of reference texts has contributed to a complex
picture of european contract laws rather than a european contract law the
present book adopts a broad perspective and an integrative approach all
relevant reference texts from the cisg to the draft common european sales
law are critically examined and compared with each other as far as the
acquis commun ie the traditional private law as laid down in the national
codifications is concerned the principles of european contract law have
been chosen as a point of departure the rules contained in that document
have however been complemented with some chapters sections and individual
provisions drawn from other sources primarily in order to account for the
quickly growing acquis communautaire in the field of consumer contract
law in addition the book ties the discussion concerning the reference
texts back to the pertinent historical and comparative background and it
thus investigates whether and to what extent these texts can be taken to
be genuinely european in nature ie to constitute a manifestation of a
common core of european contract law where this is not the case the
question is asked whether and for what reasons they should be seen as
points of departure for the further development of european contract law

Commentaries on European Contract Laws
2018-07-12

volume ii special workshops initia via editora

Law, Reason and Emotion 1996

this book is widely regarded as one of the most remarkable achievements
in roman law and comparative law scholarship this century a fact attested
to by the universal acclaim with which it has been received throughout
europe america and beyond as a work of roman law scholarship it fusesthe
vast volume of 20th century scholarship on the roman law of obligations
into a clear and very readable and in many ways original account of the
law as a work of comparative law it traces the transformation of the
roman law of obligations over the centuries into what is now modern
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german english and south african law presenting the reader with a
contrast between these legal systems which is unique both in its scope
and its depth as a whole the book is written with a deep understanding of
human nature and of many social economic and other forces that determine
the face of thelaw

The Law of Obligations 2021-06-25

reflecting the most recent changes in the law the third edition of this
popular textbook provides a fully updated comparative introduction to the
law of contract accessible and clear it is perfectly pitched for
international students and courses with a global outlook jan smits unique
approach treats contract law as a discipline that can be studied on the
basis of common principles and methods without being tied to a particular
jurisdiction or legal culture notable updates include the consequences of
brexit the implementation of new european directives 1999 770 and 2019
771 as well as coverage of the effect of covid 19 on contracts

Contract Law 2016-09-30

research handbook on eu consumer and contract law takes stock of the
evolution of this fascinating area of private law to date and identifies
key themes for the future development of the law and research agendas the
handbook is divided into three parts

Research Handbook on EU Consumer and Contract
Law 2019-02-28

this is the third edition of the widely acclaimed and successful casebook
on contract in the ius commune series developed to be used throughout
europe and beyond by anyone who teaches learns or practises law with a
comparative or european perspective the book contains leading cases
legislation and other materials from english french and german law as the
main representatives of the legal traditions within europe as well as eu
legislation and case law and extracts from the principles of european
contract law comparisons are also made to other international
restatements such as the vienna sales convention the unidroit principles
of international commercial contracts the draft common frame of reference
and so on materials are chosen and ordered so as to foster comparative
study complemented with annotations and comparative overviews prepared by
a multinational team the third edition includes many new developments at
the eu level including the ill fated proposal for a common european sales
law and further developments linked to the digital single market and in
national laws in particular the major reform of the french code civil in
2016 and 2018 the uk s consumer rights act 2015 and new cases the
principal subjects covered in this book include an overview of eu
legislation and of soft law principles and their interrelation with
national law the distinctions between contract and property tort and
restitution formation and pre contractual liability validity including
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duties of disclosure interpretation and contents performance and non
performance remedies supervening events third parties

Cases, Materials and Text on Contract Law
2013-04-12

critical yet accessible this book provides an overview of the current
debates about the europeanization of contract law charting the extent to
which english contract law has been subject to this activity it is the
ideal volume for readers unfamiliar with the subject who wish to
understand the main issues quickly it examines a range of key
developments including a string of directives adopted by the european
union that touch on various aspects of consumer law recent plans for a
european common frame of reference on european contract law bringing
together advanced legal scholarship critically examining key developments
in the field and considering the arguments for and against greater
convergence in the area of contract law this is an excellent read for
postgraduate students studying contract and or european law

The Europeanisation of Contract Law 2021-12-13

a much needed survey of the entire field of early modern spanish
scholastic thought each chapter is grounded in primary sources and the
relevant historiography includes a useful bibliography and serves as a
point of departure for future research

A Companion to the Spanish Scholastics
2011-04-20

this comparative study of european and chinese contract law opens a clear
and practical way to identify and understand the differences between the
two legal regimes the author offers a detailed doctrinal comparison of
the two systems of contract focusing on the following fundamental
elements the importance of socio economic valuation in chinese contract
law the role of judicial interpretation pre contractual liability
penalties for bad faith disclosure versus concealment validity mistake
fraud threats unfair bargaining power adaptation and termination effect
of registration and approval rules mandatory rules good faith and fair
dealing the public interest and direct application of constitutional law
to contracts the book s special power lies in its extraordinarily
thorough comparison of doctrines underlying specific provisions of such
instruments as the contract law of the people s republic of china clc the
general principles of the civil law of the people s republic of china
gpcl the principles of european contract law pecl and the draft common
frame of reference dcfr as well as analysis of judicial cases
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Modern European and Chinese Contract Law
2011-09-22

the emergence of an eu contract law is one of the most significant legal
developments in europe today exploring the origins and evolution of the
discipline from the sales directive to the common frame of reference the
book advances a framework for the further harmonization of contract law
that embraces diversity and pluralism

The Emergence of EU Contract Law 2000-06-08

for some western european legal systems the principle of good faith has
proved central to the development of their law of contracts while in
others it has been marginalized or even rejected this book starts by
surveying the use or neglect of good faith in these legal systems and
explaining its historical origins the central part of the book takes
thirty situations which would in some legal systems attract the
application of good faith analyses them according to fifteen national
legal systems and assesses the practical significance of both the
principle of good faith and its relationship to other contractual and non
contractual doctrines and forms of regulation in each situation the book
concludes by explaining how european lawyers whether from a civil or
common law background may need to come to terms with the principle of
good faith this was the first completed project of the common core of
european private law launched at the university of trento

Good Faith in European Contract Law 2012

this book traces the evolution of transnational legal authority in the
course of globalization representative case studies buttress its
conclusion that today transnational authority is multifaceted a
phenomenon that renders unreliable the concepts of territoriality
extraterritoriality as global governance markers

Beyond Territoriality 1999

this study deals with the concept of contracts for a third party
beneficiary which is nowadays generally accepted in western european
jurisdictions the subject is discussed in its development through the
ages as well as from the perspective of present day comparative law

Towards a New European Ius Commune 2008-08-22

this ambitious book examines the historical theoretical and axiological
foundations of european legal culture and explores their practical
impacts on current european law and legal ways of thinking in europe
including considerations about the history of law as well contemporary
legal issues the book consists of seven chapters authored by scholars
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from across the globe from italy to taiwan this volume shows that it is
possible to speak of one european legal culture in terms of various
countries common legal origins roman law greek philosophy and medieval
jurisprudence as the ius commune while also discussing distinct national
legal cultures and traditions in europe however to understand the present
day law and legal profession it is necessary to go back to the values
theories and thinkers which were influential in the progress of european
law from ancient times to the 19th century the book not only presents the
theoretical and historical issues of european legal culture but also
acquaints the audience with the true axiological foundations of our
contemporary legal institutions and the methods of legal thinking in
europe it is clear that many of our current legal concepts and
institutions come from theorists such as aristotle ulpian aquinas hobbes
and savigny the book will be of particular interest to scholars and
students of legal history jurisprudence and european law especially in
the context of the origins of european legal culture moreover it will
also appeal to all lawyers working in both the common law and the civil
law traditions wishing to gain a greater understanding of european legal
heritage

Contracts For a Third-Party Beneficiary
2017-01-06

Historical and Philosophical Foundations of
European Legal Culture
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